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ABSTRACT

Admission control algorithms that provide statistical delay
guarantees to real-time flows are of considerable interest
since they can exploit statistical multiplexing of traffic to
achieve higher link utilization. In this paper, we address
the issue of providing per-flow statistical delay guarantees
to real-time flows that traverse a link serviced by a rate-
based scheduler. In such a scenario, each flow can specify
a limit on the fraction of traffic that exceeds its delay bound
requirements. We present a novel measurement-based ad-
mission control technique, called Measured Probability al-
gorithm. Our algorithm allows multiple flows, that have
heterogeneous delay bound and delay violation probability
requirements, to co-exist on a single shared link. The algo-
rithm exploits the fact that the actual delay experienced by
most packets of a real-time flow is usually far smaller than
the worst-case delay bound dictated by the rate assigned
to the flow. Flows that can tolerate occasional delay bound
violations can be assigned fewer resources than their worst-
case requirement. The algorithm dynamically measures the
ratio of actual delay experienced to the worst-case delay for
each packet traversing the link and constructs a cumulative
distribution function (CDF) of this ratio. The CDF is then
used in estimating flow resource requirements whenever a
new flow joins the system. Preliminary simulations indicate
that, in addition to providing per-flow statistical delay guar-
antees, our algorithm can potentially improve the number of
admitted flows by a factor of10 and the link utilization by
a factor of20 when delay violation probability as small as
10−6 is allowed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Network applications such as streaming media, voice over
IP (VoIP) and content distribution generate real-time flows
that have tight delay requirements, but can tolerate certain
level of missed deadlines or packet losses. Guaranteeing
performance to such real-time flows involves provisioning
resources during admission control and enforcing the usage
of the assigned resources at run-time. A simple approach to
this problem is to performdeterministicadmission control
that allocates sufficient resources to each flow such that the
flows never encounter any excess delay. However, a deter-
ministic approach pays the price of severely under-utilizing
the link’s resources due to two reasons. First, the determin-
istic approach ignores the fact that applications themselves
are resilient to small fraction of packets experiencing ex-
cess delays. Secondly, statistical multiplexing among traf-

fic from different real-time flows ensures that most of the
packets rarely, if ever, approach worst-case delays. Alter-
natively, one could exploit the above two facts and increase
link utilization by providingstatistical delay guarantees,
i.e., by associating a delay violation probability along with
each flow’s delay bound. Astatistical admission control
algorithm (i.e. one that provides statistical delay guaran-
tees) can thus reduce the amount of resource allocated to
each flow and maximize the number of flows admitted with
guarantees.

One way to provide statistical guarantees is to use the
well known technique ofmeasurement-based admission
control (MBAC). MBAC algorithms use the dynamically
measured traffic characteristics of flows currently travers-
ing the link to determine whether a new flow can be ad-
mitted. In this work, we present a novel MBAC algorithm,
calledmeasured probability(MP) algorithm, that provides
per-flow statistical delay guarantees to real-time flows on
a link serviced by a rate-based packet-by-packet scheduler
(such as virtual clock[1] or WFQ[2, 3]). The two main fea-
tures of our algorithm are (a) it provides a distinct statisti-
cal delay guarantee to each real-time flow sharing the link
and (b) it exploits statistical multiplexing to increase link
utilization and admit more flows in comparison to purely
deterministic admission control.

We are interested in rate-based schedulers since, in their
case, the relationship between delay bound of a flow and the
amount of resource consumed by the flow can be explicitly
specified. In contrast, for non rate-based schedulers, such as
Earliest Deadline First (EDF), the resource-delay relation-
ship for each flow is difficult to determine (if not impossi-
ble) and the admission control process is more complicated.
Hence, even though non rate-based schedulers can poten-
tially provide higher link utilization, it is difficult to provide
statistical guarantees (such as bounds on loss rate or delay-
violation probability) on aper-flow basis. A related prob-
lem is to provide end-to-end statistical delay guarantees to
flows that traverse multiple links in a network. This prob-
lem is not covered by the scope of our paper and has been
addressed in [4].

The problem of providing various kinds of statistical per-
formance guarantees has received considerable research at-
tention. Kurose[5] derived probabilistic bounds on delay
and buffer occupancy of flows using the concept of stochas-
tic ordering for network nodes that use FIFO scheduling.
Reissleinet al.[6] have derived statistical delay bounds for
traffic flows in a single link and network settings. They ap-
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proximate the loss probability at a link using independent
Bernoulli random variables. However they consider a fluid
traffic model rather than a packetized model. Elwalid and
Mitra[7] have proposed a scheme to provide statistical QoS
guarantees in the GPS service discipline for two guaran-
teed traffic classes and one best effort class. Again a fluid
traffic model was considered. Schemes for providing sta-
tistical QoS in networks using EDF scheduling were pro-
posed by Andrews[8] and Sivaraman[9]. Unlike the rate-
based schedulers considered here, EDF decouples rate and
delay guarantees at the expense of admission control com-
plexity. Leibeherret al.[10] proposed the notion of effective
service curves as a probabilistic bound on service received
by a flow.

Several existing MBAC algorithms address flow QoS re-
quirements along the dimensions of the bandwidth orag-
gregateloss-rate. An important difference of our algorithm
with the existing MBAC schemes is that the latter do not
support real-time flows that requireheterogeneousstatisti-
cal delay guarantees in the context of rate-based schedulers.
Breslauet al.[11] performed a comparative study of several
MBAC algorithms[12–16] and concluded that none of them
are capable of accurately achieving loss targets. Qiu and
Knightly[12] proposed an MBAC scheme that measures
maximal rate envelopes of aggregate traffic flows. Boorstyn
et al.[17] developed the notion of effective envelopes that
capture the upper bounds of multiplexed traffic with a high
certainty and can be used to bound the amount of traffic that
can be provisioned on a link with statistical guarantees.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In sec-
tion 2, we discuss the traffic and scheduling models under-
lying our work and propose the MP algorithm. In Section 3,
we present preliminary performance results. Section 4 gives
a summary of main research results and explores future di-
rections.

2. STATISTICAL ADMISSION CONTROL

We define areal-time flowFi as a packet stream that re-
quires each of its packets to be serviced by the scheduler
within a delay boundDi and with a delay violation proba-
bility no greater thanPi. For instance, ifDi = 30ms and
Pi = 10−7, it means that no more than a fraction10−7 of
packets belonging to the flow can experience a delay greater
than30ms. When a real-time flowFi arrives, it requests a
delay boundDi and delay violation probability boundPi
from the admission control module. We assume that each
flow’s incoming traffic is regulated by a token bucket with
bucket depthσi and token rateρi. The amount of flowFi
traffic arriving at the scheduler in any time interval of length
τ is bounded by(σi + ρiτ). ∗

∗Our algorithm remains essentially unchanged in case of du-
al/cascaded leaky bucket regulators.

2.1. Scheduling and Worst-case Delay Bound

In this work, we consider the context of a single link with
capacityC. Packets arriving at the link are served using
virtual clock service discipline[1]. Conceptually, the vir-
tual clock scheduler maintains a sorted priority queue of
incoming packets. During admission control each flowFi
is assigned a bandwidth reservationBi (Bi ≥ ρi) in or-
der to satisfy its delay requirements. Whenever a packetk,
belonging to flowFi and having lengthLik, arrives at the
scheduler at timetik, a per-flow state variableVi is updated
as follows.

Vi = max{tik, Vi}+ Lik/Bi (1)

The packet is stamped with valueVi and inserted into the
sorted priority queue using the stamped value as the prior-
ity. Packets are served by the scheduler according to the
increasing order of priority. It can be shown that the worst-
case delay experienced by a packet belonging to flowFi un-
der virtual clock service discipline is given by the following
expression[18], whereLmax is the maximum packet size.

Dwc
i =

σi
Bi

+
Lmax
Bi

+
Lmax
C

(2)

The first component of the delay is the fluid fair queueing
delay, the second component is the packetization delay and
the third component is scheduler’s non-preemption delay.
Note that the expression for worst-case delay bound, giv-
en in Equation 2, also holds for WFQ service discipline.
Hence the algorithm presented here for virtual clock also
holds for WFQ. In this paper, we do not include the treat-
ment of WFQ in the interest of brevity, although it would
be an interesting exercise to examine its performance in the
context of the MP algorithm.

2.2. Measurement-based
Delay-Probability-Bandwidth Correlation

Statistical delay guarantees assist in reducing the bandwidth
reservation for each flow by exploiting the fact that worst-
case delay is rarely the norm for packets traversing a link.
Assume that for each link, the system keeps a run-time mea-
surement of the ratio of the actual packet delay experienced
to the worst-case delay for each packet. We then have a cu-
mulative distribution function (CDF)Prob(r) of this ratio
based on past measurements.Prob(r) gives the probabili-
ty that the ratio between the actual delay encountered by a
packet and its worst-case delay is smaller than or equal to
r. Conversely,Prob−1(p) gives the maximum ratio of ac-
tual delay to worst-case delay that can be guaranteed with
a probability ofp. Figure 1 shows an example of the CD-
F Prob(r). The CDF would typically be maintained over
a sliding measurement window. Given the measured esti-
mate of functionsProb(r) andProb−1(p), we can derive
the minimum bandwidthBmini required to satisfy flowFi’s
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Figure 1: Example of cumulative distribution function.

delay-probability requirement(Di, Pi) using the following
heuristic.

Di =
(
σi + Lmax
Bmini

+
Lmax
C

)
× Prob−1(1− Pi) (3)

Equations 3 states that in order to obtain a delay bound of
Di with a delay violation probability bound ofPi, we need
to reserve a minimum bandwidth ofBmini which can guar-
antee a worst-case delay ofDi/Prob

−1(1− Pi).

2.3. Measured Probability Algorithm

With the delay-probability-bandwidth correlation function
in place, we now present the MP algorithm in Figure 2. As-
sume thatN − 1 flows are currently being served by the
scheduler and flowN arrives for admission. The algorith-
m first calculatesBmini for each of theN flows (including
the new one) according to Equation 3. Next, eachBmini is
proportionally scaled toB

′

i such that the sum ofB
′

i values
is equal toγ times the link capacityC, whereγ ≥ 1. The
parameterγ is called thebandwidth over-provisioning fac-
tor and determines the extent to which bandwidth can be
reserved in excess of link capacity. This parameter can be
used to make the algorithm more or less aggressive in ad-
mitting new flows. The new flow is accepted only if none
of the flows is projected to have a smallerB

′

i value than
the long-term averageρi. In order to calculate true project-
ed bandwidth share for each flow, the algorithm scales the
Bmini values toBi such that the sum ofBi’s exactly fits the
link capacityC. The complexity of the algorithm is O(N)
whereN is the number of flows being considered.

2.4. Discussion

Let us look at a few issues that deserve mention. First issue
is that, during initial stages, when there are no active flows
at the link, there is no measurement history that can be used
to calculate the CDFProb(r). Our solution is to admit the

Input : (a) (Di, Pi, σi, ρi) for each flow Fi, 1 ≤ i ≤ N .
(b)The measured Prob(r) and Prob−1(p) functions.
(c)The link capacity C and current average link utilization U .

for i = 1 to N
Calculate Bmini according to Equation 3.

for i = 1 to N

B
′
i =

Bmini∑N

j=1
Bmin
j

× C × γ

if B
′
i < ρi then reject flow FN and exit.

/*Flow FN can be admitted.*/
for i = 1 to N

Bi =
Bmini∑N

j=1
Bmin
j

× C

Reserve bandwidth Bi for flow Fi.

Figure 2. The MP algorithm to determine whether a new flowFN
can be admitted such that each flowFi, 1 ≤ i ≤ N , can be
guaranteed a delay boundDi and delay violation probabilityPi.

initial flows using deterministic admission control. During
this time, the measurement history is simultaneouly built
up. Once no more flows can be admitted using deterministic
approach, we switch to statistical admission control and use
the history built up during the deterministic phase.

Second issue concerns stability of the CDFProb(r). If
we admit successive flows within short interval of time, the
measurement process may not get enough time to stablize
and fully reflect the effect of the new flow on the delay dis-
tribution of packets. We address this problem by enforcing
a time gap between every two successive admissions that
allows the measured CDF to stablize.

A third important issue concerns the fact that when we
admit a new flowFN , we use the CDF that only reflects the
behaviour of already admittedN − 1 flows and does not
account for the future impact of new flow on the CDF. This
might lead to a somewhat over-optimistic algorithm where
a new admission might push the delay violation of some al-
ready admitted flows above the acceptable limit. To solve
this problem, we need to have advance knowledge of the
delay distribution of the new flow. This delay distribution
can then be combined with measured CDF of the already
admitted flows before performing admission control. Such
an approach is difficult to implement if we do not wish to
assume any fixed traffic models for the new flow. In prac-
tice, the later statistical admission phase will usually have a
large enough number of flows that are already admitted dur-
ing the deterministic phase. Thus the unaccounted impact
of a single new flow on the overall CDF of a much larger
set of pre-existing flows will be minimal during the statisti-
cal phase. Additionally, whenever the number of admitted
flows falls below that permissible by deterministic admis-
sion control, we switch over to deterministic phase again
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(ON,OFF) Peak Avg.
Source Times Rate Rate
Model (secs) (kbps) (kbps)
EXP1 (.325, .325) 64 32
EXP2 (.325, 6.175) 640 32

PARETO (.325, .325) 64 32

Table 1: ON-OFF source models used in simulation.

and so on.

3. PERFORMANCE

In this section, we study the performance of the MP algo-
rithm using thens-2simulator. A single link is configured
with 10Mbps capacity and packets arriving at the link are
served by a virtual clock scheduler as described in Sec-
tion 2.1. The traffic source models used in our simulation
are based on three ON-OFF source models - EXP1, EXP2
and PARETO - which are also used in [11]. EXP1 and EX-
P2 sources generate packets with exponential inter-arrival
times whereas PARETO sources space packets according
to Pareto distribution. The details of the three source mod-
els are given in Table 1. EXP1 corresponds to voice traffic
generated in VoIP applications and EXP2 corresponds to a
burstier version of EXP1 traffic. Aggregation of PARETO
sources produce the long-range dependence effects normal-
ly observed with audio traffic. All packets are128 bytes
long. Traffic from each admitted flow is policed by a token
bucket whose parameters depend on flow’s peak rate and
delay bound requirements.

Each new flow arriving at the link requests a guarantee on
delay bound and a delay violation probability. The admis-
sion control algorithm decides whether to admit or reject
the flow and how much bandwidth to allocate according to
algorithm in Figure 2. Each admitted flow is assigned a
queue limit of twice its token bucket depth and is permit-
ted to send traffic on the link for the duration of simulation.
A flow generator initiates each flow by uniformly selecting
one of the three source models. Flow inter-arrival times are
exponentially distributed with a mean of100 seconds. The
MP algorithm maintains a stablizing period of at least100
(simulated) seconds between any two flow admissions so
that the measured CDF is allowed to stablize before being
used to admit another flow. Each simulation run lasts for
100, 000 seconds. Each result consists of the average and
standard deviation (indicated by vertical error bars in the
graphs), over5 runs using different random number seeds.
For preliminary results, we experiment only with synthetic
workloads and dynamic flow arrivals. However, it is also
important to study the behaviour of admission control using
more realistic trace-based workloads under both dynamic
flow arrivals and departures. This aspect will be addressed
in future work.
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Figure 3. Number of admitted flows vs. delay. Delay violation
probability =10−6 andγ = 5.

The CDF is measured over a sliding measurement win-
dow of 3000 seconds, with the window moving forward
each second. For simulations, we record the ratio of ac-
tual to worst-case delay of every packet. The effectiveness
of sampling a fraction of the serviced packets is current-
ly being investigated. The observed ratios are accumulated
into a histogram. The actual CDF is computed from the his-
togram only when an admission decision needs to be made
or the bandwidth reservations of existing flows needs recal-
culation.

First we examine the performance of MP algorithm in
comparison to deterministic admission control. The latter
assigns bandwidth to each flow assuming a zero delay vio-
lation probability. With MP algorithm, the delay violation
probability for each flow is10−6. Figure 3 and 4 plot the
number of flows admitted and link utilization, respectively,
as delay is varied. Observe that MP algorithm admits rough-
ly 10 times more number of flows and achieves20 times
better utilization than deterministic admission control when
delay violation probability as small as10−6 is allowed. The
gain comes from the fact that large majority of packets ex-
perience just1% to 2% of the worst-case delay dictated by
their assigned bandwidth.

Next we show that the MP algorithm indeed provides dis-
tinct guarantees on heterogeneous delay violation probabil-
ities for different flows. We examine the scenario in which
incoming flows request the same delay bound of30ms but
different guarantees on delay violation probability, which
is uniformly distributed among the four values10−4, 10−5,
10−6 and10−7. Figure 5 plots the actual fraction of packet-
s exceeding their delay bound against the desired violation
probability for each flow that experiences any excess de-
lay. The fact that all data points are below the dotted line
indicates that the actual delay violation rate is smaller than
the maximum permissible for each flow. Furthermore the
figure shows that flows that can tolerate higher fraction of
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Figure 4. Average utilization vs. delay. Delay violation probabil-
ity = 10−6 andγ = 5.
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Figure 5. The MP algorithm satisfies distinct per-flow delay vio-
lation guarantees. Delay bound for each flow is30ms andγ = 5.

delay violations indeed experience a higher rate of viola-
tion than flows with lower tolerance. The MP algorithm is
able to distinguish among flows in terms of delay violation
rates because it assigns service bandwidth to flows in in-
verse proportion to their tolerance to delay violations. This
translates to higher service bandwidth (and hence dynam-
ic priority) for packets belonging to flows with low delay
tolerance and vice-versa.

Figures 6 and 7 show that both the number of admitted
flows and link utilization increase dramatically as the band-
width over-provisioning factorγ is increased. As seen ear-
lier, γ controls the extent to which bandwidth assigned to a
flow can be smaller than its long term rate. Thusγ can be
used as a tuning knob to control the aggressiveness of the
MP algorithm. Note that even withγ = 1, i.e, by reserving
only up to the link capacity, the MP algorithm can admit
close to100 flows which is about4 times more than that
admitted by corresponding deterministic admission control
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Figure 6. Number of admitted flows vs. bandwidth over-
provisioning factorγ. Delay bound for each flow is30ms and
violation probability is chosen uniformly between10−4 and10−7.
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Figure 7. Average utilization vs. bandwidth over-provisioning
factorγ. Delay bound for each flow is30ms and violation proba-
bility is chosen uniformly between10−4 and10−7.

(see Figure 3). Thus tuning a higher value ofγ is not strict-
ly necessary to admit more number of flows, but it helps to
improve the link utilization. However, a higher value ofγ
should be tuned carefully since too high a value could lead
to excessive delay violations. In our simulations, we found
thatγ = 5 achieved the right balance between high link uti-
lization and required delay violation levels for audio traffic.

Another factor influencing the performance of MP algo-
rithm is length of the sliding measurement window. Fig-
ure 8 shows that larger measurement windows help achieve
in making more accurate admission decisions. For smal-
l measurement windows (below3000 seconds), there is a
significant variation in the number of admitted flows with
no definite trend. The reason for this trend is that smal-
l window sizes do not capture sufficient delay distribution
information that is representative of long-term delay dis-
tribution of packets. Admission decisions based on smal-
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Figure 8. Number of admitted flows vs. length of measurement
window. Delay bound for each flow is30ms and violation proba-
bility is 10−6.

l measurement windows could thus be flawed leading to
excess loss rates for some flows and hence fewer number
of admitted flows. For larger window sizes, the number of
admitted flows increases steadily since the measured delay
distribution information becomes steadily more represen-
tative of real delay distribution. The simulation could not
scale beyond the window size of10, 000 seconds. Howev-
er, in most practical scenarios, such a large window would
not be used. Furthermore, we conjecture that for extremely
large window sizes, the measured delay distribution might
again become inaccurate since it would include information
that is too old for being considered in new admission deci-
sions. Thus one needs to strike a right balance in selecting a
measurement window size that yields optimal performance.
In practice, the size of the measurement window chosen
would also be limited by the amount of memory available
for storing the measured delay distribution information at
the switch/router.

4. SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS.

In this paper, we have proposed a new admission control al-
gorithm, calledmeasured probability(MP) algorithm, that
provides per-flow statistical delay guarantees (i.e., both de-
lay bound and delay violation probability bound) on links
serviced by rate-based schedulers. The MP algorithm us-
es the concept of measurement-based admission control to
exploit statistical multiplexing among flows traversing a
link. Our preliminary results show that the algorithm satis-
fies heterogeneous statistical delay requirements of multiple
flows and provides significant gain in number of admitted
flows and link utilization.

In addition to a more comprehensive performance analy-
sis of our algorithm, we wish to devise simple mechanism-
s that can pre-estimate an incoming flow’s impact on the

measured probability estimates. In its current form, the MP
algorithm uses the measured probability distribution direct-
ly in calculating resource requirements during a new ad-
mission and does not account for the future impact of an
incoming flow’s traffic.

We are also interested in using our algorithm as a build-
ing block for more realistic case where flows traverse mul-
tiple links served by rate-based schedulers. It is shown in
earlier research [6, 7, 19] that it is desirable to smooth a
flow’s traffic as much as possible at the ingress and perform
bufferless multiplexing in the network’s interior. Thus, in a
packetized environment, a flow’s per-link delay budget will
be smaller, consisting of only the packetization and non-
preemption delay components in Equation 2. This leaves a
smaller margin of error and makes it more challenging to
design a robust statistical admission control algorithm.
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